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Stunning photos of special locations that allow you to escape the pressures of modern life

Everyone has a moment, a day, a stretch of time, when they long to escape, to leave the pressures of life and visit a place of peace and

tranquility. Perhaps one wishes to go to a place where waves crash against the shore and the sands of time never keep an eye on the

clock. This was the motivation for Bob Tabor’s search to capture that special place he could call his own. In his latest book,

Dreamscapes, he celebrates the discovery of that special location. His wish is for the viewer to be drawn in by the beauty and power

of these exceptional vistas. The images in this book are sure to transport you to a place of peace and tranquility to call your own. Also

available by Bob Tabor:

Polo: Equine Warriors ISBN 9781851497249

Horse Whisperings ISBN 9781851496358

Bob Tabor's work is a stunning juxtaposition of renaissance sculpture and modern graphic sensibility. It is romantic, emotionally

intense and technically refined. Bob spent most of his life at the very top of the advertising world. He honed his graphic sensibility

working with the world's best graphic designers, and his photographic skills working with the best photographers and directors. Bob's

photographs of horses are currently showcased in Polo Ralph Lauren Home showrooms as well as Polo Ralph Lauren retail stores on

four continents. His work is in private collections and galleries worldwide, and he is available for portrait commissions.
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